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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF TENNESSEE
AT NASHVILLE

)
TEMPORARY, EMERGENCY PERMISSION ) No.___________________
TO PRACTICE FOR LAWYERS OFFERING )
PRO BONO ASSISTANCE )

)

PETITION OF THE TENNESSEE BAR ASSOCIATION

I. INTRODUCTION

The Tennessee Bar Association (“TBA”), by and through its President, William H.

Haltom, Jr.; General Counsel, Gail Vaughn Ashworth; Chair of its Special Committee on

Emergency Preparedness and Disaster Recovery, George T. Lewis III; and Executive

Director, Allan F. Ramsaur petition this Court to adopt a rule establishing a framework

granting permission for lawyers from other jurisdictions to offer temporary, emergency

pro bono legal assistance to the public in the event of a disaster in Tennessee.

II. BACKGROUND

In the aftermath of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita and the substantial evacuation of areas of

the Gulf Coast, the TBA established a Special Committee on Emergency Preparedness

and Disaster Recovery.  That committee, which included representatives from the

Tennessee Judicial Conference, Tennessee Administrative Office of the Courts,

Tennessee Trial Lawyers Association, Tennessee Lawyers’ Association for Women, and
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Tennessee Alliance for Legal Services, studied the impact of the devastation caused by

those storms on the bar, bar associations, and the delivery of legal services generally.

The committee made a number of recommendations including improvements in the

disaster preparedness of the TBA itself, enhancement of services to be provided to

lawyers and the public in the event of a disaster, and establishment of a framework in

which lawyers offering pro bono legal assistance to people who might face a future

disaster in Tennessee could offer temporary, emergency legal services.

III. ARGUMENT

In support of this petition, the TBA would show as follows:

1. A WIDESPREAD DISASTER, EITHER NATURAL OR MAN-MADE,

COULD CAUSE SUBSTANTIAL DISLOCATION OF MEMBERS OF THE

BAR AND SUBSTANTIAL UNMET NEEDS FOR LEGAL SERVICES.

The study undertaken by the TBA Special Committee on Emergency

Preparedness and Disaster Recovery shows that the same kind of dislocation

caused by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita is possible should an earthquake of

substantial magnitude occur in West Tennessee or should a nuclear mishap occur

in East Tennessee.  In those instances, which are only two examples of possible

disasters, thousands of lawyers would be unable to practice law and many
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thousands of Tennesseans could be in need of legal services, unable to afford

counsel and unable to access legal services.

In Mississippi alone, the demand by FEMA for lawyers to staff more than 40

disaster assistance centers overwhelmed the ability of the Mississippi Bar to

respond.  Ultimately in Mississippi and Louisiana, the bar associations petitioned

the Court for special permission for lawyers from other jurisdictions to deliver pro

bono legal services in their state, notwithstanding the fact that the lawyer is not

licensed in that jurisdiction.  In the interim, however, there were hundreds of lost

opportunities for neighboring states’ attorneys to provide pro bono service

because there was no rule allowing these lawyers to practice in Mississippi and

Louisiana.

Copies of the resulting orders from Mississippi and Louisiana may be found at

“Exhibit A” attached.

2. ADOPTION OF A RULE IN ADVANCE OF ANY EMERGENT

SITUATION PROVIDES FOR AN ORDERLY PROCESS FOR

ADDRESSING THE DISASTER SITUATION.

In Louisiana and Mississippi, a substantial amount of time passed before the

orders establishing a framework in which pro bono practice could take place

could be established.  Adoption of a rule establishing a framework would aid in
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speeding the process whereby lawyers from other jurisdictions could practice and

would generally facilitate the delivery of pro bono legal services in a disaster

situation.

3. UNDER THE PROPOSED RULE, A CIRCUMSCRIBED, ORDERLY

REGISTRATION PROCESS WOULD ENABLE PRO BONO

ASSISTANCE TO VICTIMS OF THE DISASTER AND ADEQUATELY

PROTECTING THEIR INTERESTS.

The proposed rule, found in Exhibits B and C, draws heavily upon the Mississippi

order.  The rule describes the conditions in which lawyers may be authorized to

provide assistance arising out of or related to damages resulting from the disaster.

Lawyers providing pro bono service would be required to register with the Board

of Professional Responsibility much like lawyers who seek permission to practice

Pro Hac Vice under Tennessee Supreme Court Rule 19.  The bar’s regulatory

mechanisms would be alerted to the fact that other states’ lawyers have

permission to practice pro bono in Tennessee.  The TBA maintains that this

process is sufficiently formal without being overly cumbersome.

One question which arose during the discussions of this proposed rule was

whether the rule should require additional court action prior to being triggered as

in Exhibit B or should be “self-executing” as in Exhibit C.  Since this question is

primarily one of court administration, the Court should address the issue itself.
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The principal argument for requiring additional court action is that at the time of

a presidential or gubernatorial declaration of disaster neither the scale nor extent

of the disaster is known.  For example, after the recent tornadoes in Northwest

Tennessee and in counties north of Nashville, there were both gubernatorial and

presidential declarations of disaster, however, neither TEMA nor FEMA made

any request for disaster legal assistance, which went beyond the capabilities of the

existing Tennessee lawyer volunteers from the TBA. Of course, no harm would

have resulted had there been a self-executing rule in place. The argument for

making the rule self-executing centers around the logistics and time consumed in

assembling the Court and acting upon a petition

The alternative proposals for a court-triggered or self-executing rule are laid out

in Exhibit B and C.

IV. CONCLUSION

The TBA submits that the adoption of a proposed rule on temporary, emergency

permission to practice for lawyers offering pro bono assistance is proper and in

the interests of the citizens of Tennessee.  As this petition is filed in the public

interest, the TBA requests a waiver of the court costs associated with this matter.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED:
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by:  /s/ by permission_________________

WILLIAM H. HALTOM, JR.  (6361)
President, Tennessee Bar Association
Thomason, Hendrix, Harvey, Johnson &

Mitchell PLLC
40 S. Main Street Suite 2900
Memphis, TN 38103-5529

by:  /s/ by permission_________________
GAIL VAUGHN ASHWORTH  (10656)
General Counsel,
Tennessee Bar Association
Gideon & Wiseman
1100 Noel Place
200 Fourth Avenue N
Nashville, Tennessee 37219-2144
(615) 254-0400

by:  /s/ by permission_________________
GEORGE T. LEWIS III  (7018)
Chair, Tennessee Bar Association
Special Committee on Emergency

Preparedness and Disaster
Recovery

Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell &
Berkowitz PC
165 Madison Avenue Suite 2000
Memphis, TN 38103-2799
(901) 526-2000

by:________________________________
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ALLAN F. RAMSAUR (5764)
Executive Director,
Tennessee Bar Association
Tennessee Bar Center
221 Fourth Ave. North, Suite 400
Nashville, Tennessee 3721-2198
(615) 383-7421

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been
served upon the individuals and organizations identified in Exhibit “D” to the petition by
regular U.S. Mail, postage prepaid.

_________________________________________
Allan F. Ramsaur



EXHIBIT B
(Court administered alternative)

Tennessee Supreme Court Rule  Temporary, Emergency Permission to Practice for
Lawyers Offering Pro Bono Assistance

(a) If there is a Presidential or Gubernatorial Declaration of Disaster in

Tennessee, the Tennessee Supreme Court on its own Motion or upon petition of

interested parties may authorize attorneys licensed and in good standing from other

United States jurisdictions, to provide temporary, emergency, pro bono legal assistance

arising out of or related to rights, remedies, defenses, injuries or damages resulting from

the disaster or its aftermath or evacuations pursuant to official warnings of a disaster.

(b) Attorneys providing services under the authority of this Rule shall present

to the Board of Professional Responsibility an Affidavit containing the following:

i. the attorney’s full name, firm name, residence address, principal business
address, telephone numbers, jurisdiction or jurisdictions in which the
attorney is admitted, and bar identification numbers;

           ii. affirmation that the attorney is duly licensed and in good standing and
authorized to practice law in each stated jurisdiction and that the
attorney’s license is not subject to suspension or restriction;

          iii. affirmation that in performing all services under the authorization of this
rule, the attorney will be acting as a volunteer;

           iv. affirmation that all services to be performed will be at no charge or
expense to the client;

v. affirmation that the attorney will abide by Tennessee Supreme Court Rule
8, Rules of Professional Conduct and consents to jurisdiction of the State
of Tennessee for disciplinary action; and

           vi. affirmation that the attorney will not offer to provide legal assistance in
this State to any person or for any matter other than through the pro bono
representation authorized herein and shall not hold him or herself out in



this State to be authorized to provide legal services to any person other
than under the authorization of this rule.

(c) Upon receipt of the Affidavit, the Tennessee Board of Professional

Responsibility may issue to the attorney a certificate identifying that attorney as a

participant authorized to provide legal services.  The Board shall maintain the Affidavits

and all copies of all certificates presented to the Tennessee Supreme Court upon request

of the clerk.

(d) Attorneys providing services under the authority of this rule shall not be

deemed to be engaged in the unauthorized practice of law as defined in TCA § 23-3-103

or in violation of any rule of this Court.  The authorization to practice under this rule is in

conformance with TCA § 23-1-105.

(e) Authorization of practice under this rule shall continue until terminated by

order of the Court.



EXHIBIT C
(Self-executing alternative)

Tennessee Supreme Court Rule – Temporary, Emergency Permission to Practice for
Lawyers Offering Pro Bono Assistance

This is an Amendment to Rule 7 on Licensing Attorneys, Rule 19 on Appearance

of Pro Hac Vice or a new Supreme Court Rule:

(a) If there is a Presidential or Gubernatorial Declaration of Disaster in

Tennessee, the Tennessee Supreme Court hereby authorizes attorneys licensed and in

good standing from other United States jurisdictions, to provide temporary, emergency,

pro bono legal assistance arising out of or related to rights, remedies, defenses, injuries or

damages resulting from the disaster or its aftermath or evacuations pursuant to official

warnings of a disaster.

(b) Attorneys providing services under the authority of this Rule shall present

to the Board of Professional Responsibility an Affidavit containing the following:

i. the attorney’s full name, firm name, residence address, principal business
address, telephone numbers, jurisdiction or jurisdictions in which the
attorney is admitted, and bar identification numbers;

           ii. affirmation that the attorney is duly licensed and in good standing and
authorized to practice law in each stated jurisdiction and that the
attorney’s license is not subject to suspension or restriction;

          iii. affirmation that in performing all services under the authorization of this
rule, the attorney will be acting as a volunteer;

           iv. affirmation that all services to be performed will be at no charge or
expense to the client;

v. affirmation that the attorney will abide by Tennessee Supreme Court Rule
8, Rules of Professional Conduct and consents to jurisdiction of the State
of Tennessee for disciplinary action; and



           vi. affirmation that the attorney will not offer to provide legal assistance in
this State to any person or for any matter other than through the pro bono
representation authorized herein and shall not hold him or herself out in
this State to be authorized to provide legal services to any person other
than under the authorization of this rule.

(c) Upon receipt of the Affidavit, the Tennessee Board of Professional

Responsibility may issue to the attorney a certificate identifying that attorney as a

participant authorized to provide legal services.  The Board shall maintain the Affidavits

and all copies of all certificates presented to the Tennessee Supreme Court upon request

of the clerk.

(d) Attorneys providing services under the authority of this rule shall not be

deemed to be engaged in the unauthorized practice of law as defined in TCA § 23-3-103

or in violation of any rule of this Court.  The authorization to practice under this rule is in

conformance with TCA § 23-1-105.

(e) Authorization of practice under this rule shall continue until terminated by

order of the Court.


